
Master List of Adjudicator's Words

awesome appropriate animated airy creative nouns
adorable attention brisk angelic enchanting discovery
did a good job careful attention cheerful artistic imaginative drama
excellent excellent attention delightful delicate magical emotion
extremely attention to detail exciting flowing special energy
fabulous capable fun fluid program music expressiveness
fantastic careful happy impressionistic imagine a story feeling
flawless clean interesting light title evokes scene fluency
good clear jazzy lush       /mood mood
great consistent joyous lyric interpretation performance
I loved your controlled oodles natural sound story polish
incredible fine playful quaint picture of sounds sensibility
impressive great ease pizzaz refreshing paint a picture sensitivity
magnificent mature spirited rippling style
marvelous natural upbeat silky flavour
outstanding neat zippy singing dramatic
quintessential observe smooth emphatic
remarkable pleasing supple full
splendid precise beautiful warm intense
strong quality charming passionate
super satisfying elegant powerful
terrific secure expressive prominent
top notch stylistic graceful rich
unbelievable solid harmonious robust
very… suitable lovely Ta Dah!
wonderful thoughtful musical vigourous

well-developed nice
quite nice
sensitive
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rhythm dynamics articulation conclusions 
rhythmic accuracy crescendo contrasting articulations beautiful work
hands exactly together diminuendo staccatos cool
dotted notes contrast quarter notes detached excellent work
holding for full count shading tenuto marks exceptional performance
rests accents touch fine performance
swing balance of hands/voicing legato good job
synchopation       bounce how smart

portato It was a joy
meter tone keep it up
timing pleasing tone ornaments kudos
observation of time signature musical expression embellishments nice work
strong beats musicality proud
steady pulse expressive playing technique right on
counting dexterity solid performance
beat chords spot on
upbeat phrasing hand position super work

melody thank-you for sharing
tempo melodic line pedal / pedalling way to go
pace shape the melodies rhythmic pedalling well done
speed texture wow

endings stage presence you made my day
tonality bench
observation of key signature deportment
natural memory poise
sharp
flat Teacher (if appropriate)
accidentals
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